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Written by Mustafa

Dedicated to my grandmothers and aunt



Reception... 9-30-09 9:22 am
I had a dream last night,
the apocalypse had come.

Of course, we were not prepared.

I was miles away from my family,
phone reception was terrible from

the thick overcast the government had produced
in the sky to cover up the war that was going on above.

No one was in a panic just yet,
but you could see on the faces of many,

it was setting in.

On a bus, somewhere i didn’t know...
....we stopped at a plaza to look at the news.

No one could explain, but we all knew what was going on.

The gray foggy sky seemed to rest at the treetops.
No one prayed, no one cried, we all looked around 

understand what was the outcome.

The news showed where the foundation had begin to
crack nearby....

...Just then I woke-up to look around,
to see if any of this had come true,

but all I could hear were soft snores, crickets, 
and the omh of the earth...

as I laid awake knowing…
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The Rememberer  10am 6-13-09
The first notes he would remember, the bells and the chaos.

As he called for his deliverer, the reply was not allowed.
For the longest he screamed, “the time is now!”

But was he wrong?
Humble was he.

Now that his voice resides in a new born child.



Ghetto,
Ghetto sun,
Ghetto stars,
Light up the pathway,
Walking down a ghetto boulevard,
Inhaling,
Coughing out a ghetto lung,
Speaking out in ghetto tongue,
Bopping down the pathway in 
American apparel,
But urban outfitted,
Pearl shouting out the the window,
Black boy,
Black boy,
Turn that damn music down,
Black boy yells back,
Old lady pipe the fuck down,
 
Reaching my hand,
To the ghetto sand,
Turning into water,
Tasting like cherry-flavored kool aid,
Running thick like honey,
 
Standing in a ghetto stance,
Giving you a ghetto stare,
Walking through a project hall,
Standing in a ghetto forest,
Ghetto sweat going AWOL,
Looking at a ghetto chick,
Nipple ring on her left tit,
Tight fitted jeans,
Door knocker ear ring
Ass that’s so sick,

Planet rock played loud by the DJ,
Ghetto crowd amped
Requests a replay,
sound bearer blown by the DJj,
 
I’m falling,
Hard to see where the floor is,
Dj in the booth,
Steady doin his biz,
Angels past me going up,
Dressed in ghetto attire,
Singing a ghetto hymn like,
“Got to rock it, don’t stop it,
Gotta rock it don’t stop,”
Sound shoots from the speakers,
..getting hit by the cross fire,
Hiphop rhythms pour from my head,
Nothing is more beautiful,
Then seeing a ghetto baby being breast 
fed,
 
A ghetto child once had a smile,
A ghetto child once created a style,
 
A ghetto man once had a dream,
A ghetto man once said by any means,
 
A ghetto MC said it like a jungle 
sometimes,
A ghetto MC was in a criminal state 
of mind

Kool Herc 2009



The Artist  3:37am 6-7-10

If you listen very hard,
things can appear how they seem,

the artist paints on a canvas,
tears from the paint create a one-way stream,
the artist paints a cake that slowly fades away,

new composition of an urban slum filled with browns, blacks, and grays,
the setting of the sun creates an orange and purple haze,

If you listen very hard,
things can appear how they seem,

new day,
morning sun breaks up the night scene,
dew on a leaf creates a one-way stream,

green leaf turns brown from living life in a concrete scene,
concrete painted red,

another lost life stolen from an inner-city teen,

If you listen very hard,
things can appear how they seem,

tears from the eye create a one-way stream,
the cake turns to crumbs under the baker’s thumb,

shoes hang from the powerlines in an urban city slum,
opening the middle door with Solomon’s key,

elders bowing down to high noon,
praying to Oshun



Oh! Beautiful 2008

Oh Beautiful child,
The night stood still,

As this bright-eyed baby male looks around at the world,
For the first time in physical form,

Oh blessed mother,
Raising her son in the ghetto alone,

But the Sun loves the ghetto,
With it’s many shades of brown,

Oh beautiful child,
Face so full and round,

Laying in his mother’s arms,
Comforted by his mother’s heartbeat,

And silent hums only he can hear,
As the Sun people walk by his project building,

And look up to see the dim light,
Only to continue their war path in the snow



Baby Lament 10-6-09 9:49

baby boy,
afraid of the night time,

hides his eyes in the covers,
staring at the closet door,

for the shadow that preys on little children,
and rob them of sleep and peaceful dreams

but the cover couldn’t protect him from the sounds of the night,
that whispers in the silence

so he begns to create songs and melodies in his head,
that travel with him to this day,

when fear and confusion creeps into the shadows of his mind…
…as the night time grows,

his night time tones soothes his scattered mind





Church Fight 10:32am  7-14-09

At church on a Sunday night. 
Outside breaks out a church fight.

Two chicks pregnant by the preacher’s son.
Emotions swing to new heights.

Skinny girl, big girl brawl out.
Big girl getting beat, breast starts to fall out.

Me and Shawn trying to look through the crowd.
Big girl’s grandma trying to break up the fight,

gets her ass knocked down.
Now her big ass waddles on the ground.

Me and Shawn hyped from the crowd sounds.
Witch that lived across the street, not making a sound.

Chaos and a damn circus atmosphere all on the church ground.
Yells and screams echoes through the night sounds.

Inside the church lay the hymns and the prayers.
Refreshment being served downstairs.

Chicks still tripping over the right to of this nigga’s pubic hairs.

Ghetto urban, ghetto suburban.
Eating sugar smacks and drinking red kool aid, imitating Mr. Erving.

I think he was some kin to Dr. J.
Shirts coming out our dress pants,

while we ran around in play.



The Hamburgular 7-27-09 2:09pm

As the school cam,
and the school bell rings,

I always tried to do my best,
so that the Hamburgular 

would come,

as I showed her my report card,
she would whisked me away,

for  a burger and fries,
cheese on a good day,

it would come with a toy,
I seemed to always loose,

but I knew next report card,
another one I would choose,

the Hamburgular would come,
the Hamburgular would go,
but I knew every report card 

season,
the Hamburgular would show,

Until the day I got older,
and my degree for excellence,

became shorter,

too embarrassed to show my 
report card,

I knew I would not see the 
Hamburgular any longer,

too filled with shame,
besides, who wants to play those 

childish games,
no attention I would gain,

so from Hamburgular memories 
I would reframe,

as time seemed to go,
my maturity started to show,

realizing that excelling was an 
important thing,

appeared the Hamburgular 
again,

her congratulations came at a 
surprise,

with titles I couldn’t claim to be 
mine,

but just like I felt as a child,
I was glad that the Hamburgular 

was once again on my side



Got to get over 11:09  12:04 10-8-10

wrapped in the rain, 
can’t stop the pain even if i wanted to,

innocence lost,
is this how pain is supposed to fill?

swinging through the wilderness,
my gills suffocate me,

unable to breath,
I sing a little song to god

dear god,
will you set me free,

your storm filled rage, 
my fear salutes it with gratitude,
out goes the childhood dreams,
child turned man now machine,

I close my eyes,
then let my soul fly free



Cookie’s Monster 8-18-09 11:08 am

Cookie’s smile seemed to light up the room that night,
as everyone played around her laughing in motion,

she, the center, sat in her chair,
like the eye of the storm,
producing silent laugher,

that no one could see,
but they could feel,

as I sat across the room watching her,
her head titled back as she smiled long and wide,

she seemed to produce the happiness that resinated inside the room….

…as her insides withered away
this would be Cookie’s last stay in the apartment she new as home,

heaven called for Cookie soon after,
there would be no more life in the ghetto,
the battle might have ate away at her body,

but didn’t destroy her soul….



Dear Children 10-14-12 1:04am
Ghetto children,

parade around the concrete sun,
fighting wars,

it seems the other side has won,
don’t loose your might,

don’t give in,
a rebirth of a nation,
starts from within,

ghetto boy,
trying to hide his ghetto smile,

walking freely,
dreads swinging long and wild,

adsorbing the many colors of the ghetto sun,
sun rays touching his face,

like hands,
grandmotherly ones,

ghetto girl,
walking with a ghetto smile,

afro blowing in the wind freely,
head held high and proud,

the glow from her skin,
reflecting a coco sun,

arms swaying by her side,
hands long,

graceful ones





Broken Tree Limbs 1:59pm 11-21-01

Bodies are dying,
and guns are firing,

spirits are left to wander,
and souls are left to ponder,
mothers are left with tears,

and children are left with fear,
a generation with fatherless years,

which keeps the sun from bringing light to trees,
which leaves tree limbs

weak and fatigued,
which leads to broken tree limbs



Haiti 1-21-10 1:30am

Look, 
Lift up your chiny 

chin
chin, 

a wise man said, 
sin never ends, 
sin stays alive, 

never losing its focus, 
you can try to do the hocus-pocus, 

chuck berry, 
humpty man, 

always ending up with the same story, 
gang signs being thrown by the ruling...... 

riding high in the sky like Knievel, 
mixing high science with evil, 

you can smell the odor, 
from the Twin Towers to the Haitian shore line, 

the devil spits a mist, 
acid rain falls from the sky, 

the harder that it comes, 
a shaman in a village beats louder on a drum, 

witch doctor in the woods, 
strips down to the nude, 

eyes rolling back, 
chanting to the moon, 
moon raising her tide, 
showing all her glory, 

Wait! hold steady fisher man, 
fisher man, 

morning sun will arrive, 
new sands will reveal



The Rebirth of the Bennu 6-14-09

What will it take, 
something crazy like,

niggas getting out of jail,
assassinating their babies’ mothers,

to raise their sons and daughters alone,
create a male influence,

get the balance back in order,
hammer in one hand,

the other playing the role of the baker’s man,
digging deep in the sands of time,

reverse the hand of time,
pulling the ruler across the knuckles,

the black hand side,
to stop the slide,

stop the bottle from the lips,
the face from the fist,

the bullet from the mist,
taking the spark plugs of love,

put it up their asses,
electrifying the skyline with blackness,

reviving the black kiss,
the black love,
the black hugs,

the rebirth.



Father’s Day 8-5-09

father’s day in August,
cause daddy is coming home today,

the kids’ eyes are wide,
momma runs to his side,

daddy’s heart filled with joy,
daddy cracks a smile,

sister raisin her hands to daddy,
arms swinging long and wild,

mother prepares a supper,
daddy hasn’t eaten like this in a while,
daddy doesn’t know how to behave,

teeth covered in greens,
tongue removes the chow chow,

daddy throws the ball with brother,
mother braids sister’s hair on the side,

everybody goes inside,
love making is what’s on daddy and momma’s mind,

out comes the moods,
then comes the tears,

brother and sister listen by the door,
grinning ear to ear.



Remember Your Dreams 10-?-12

Driving through the hood,
the fresh smell of linens being dried in the dryer fills the air,

niggas barbecuing under carports,
laughing with closed eyes and round cheeks,

face facing the sun,
sipping on gin,

getting high off of nature’s best,
yakking about the good old times,

family affairs,
while kids run around with super-charged water guns,

drenched in innocent,
grandpas sit on front porches,

lips singing their inner thoughts,
living out the remainder of their American Dream



War Zone I 2-17-2 12.05 am

Gearing up for a righteous killing,
Got up and got my weapon,

looked around and found my ammo,
found my boots, dark and dirt,
tied my rope, good and sturdy.

read the testiments to get my religion,
now fired up with the holy ghost fever,

oh lord,
never thought i would see the day,

when demons scream,
hallelujah! while laughing their sins away

Line ‘em up,
make ‘em walk into the river,

until they are blinded by the son of the evening,
now they pray to Ra at high noon.



Long-Eyed Freedom 2:41am 11-4-12

Ghetto niggas looking long-eyed,
towards the quest for greed,

baptizing themselves in the devil’s holy fire,
while nature’s stones fall from the sky,

cry freedom

poor white trash looking long-eyed,
towards the quest for greed,

baptizing themselves in the devil’s holy fire,
while nature’s stones fall from the sky,

cry freedom

middle class looking cock-eyed,
one eye watching the poor,

the other eye tracking the rich,
baptizing themselves in the devil’s holy fire,

while nature’s stones fall from the sky,
they too cry freedom

the rich looking down at everyone,
baptizing themselves in the devil’s holy fire,

while making nature’s stones fall from the sky,
crushing the world into submission,

as they plan their great escape
trying to wash their hands of the sin 

of having too much freedom,
they too cry freedom to the unknown ones, who…

look long-eyed at the earth,
but run feet first from their own demise,

slaves to the universe’s rhythm
shake hands with the rich,

baptizing themselves in the devil’s holy fire,
while stones fall from the universe,

they too cry 



War Zone II 2-8-12 11:09am

Staring at the window with my eyes up to heaven,
sun rays fire up my soul,

chaos awaits in the world of temptation,
quicksand on a crowded highway road.

Atheist crying out for Jesus,
Preacher man drops his bible on the road,

Working man spits rage like great balls of fire,
Politician loosens up his tie,

marching away quietly like a ghetto jubilee.

Ones that thought they were in the inner circle scream,
“round them up”,

hopes now hanging from radiated trees,

the mindless raid the streets,
for mental fornications,

their eyes facing their backs,
like slaves just getting freed,

eagles fly high picking at their own throats,
once lions,

they tremble in the shadows,
only existing are salt-filled swallows,

desperately hoping no one senses their pale auras, 

unable to break the program,
the programmed place blame on the innocent,

with wild eyes and raised limbs,
and pointed fingers that grow with every naive rant.



Sleeping Beauty  6:09am 8-6-12

As the sunlight chases the clouds,
I stare across at a ghetto woman,

skin oiled from vaseline
body toned like a bronze statue from the nile,

how not to sweat her,
with slanted eyes painted on her face,

from the brush stroke of a feather,
lips full of substance and life,

her smile showing off her inner child,
hair the color of the black moon,

her self aware posture,
would make any man rise,

like Geb sharing Nut up in the sky,
breast hanging high singing praises to the morning sun,

hips glide slowly like two trees moving in the breeze,
no one likes her character,

but every man wants to own her,
how would the world be balanced,

without ghetto beauty.





Reception 2009

I stood in a crowded auditorium with people discussing a plan of action.
When suddenly I heard the call. 

I began to walk out of the auditorium, along side of me
was a little girl about the age of five.

She too heard the call. We walk outside to see three guys, in their late teens, 
early twenties, who heard the call as well. We all looked at each other knowing.

One of the teens pointed to my left, saying, “that’s where it’s coming from”.
With puzzled stares, we traveled….



Sweet Misery 1:41am 5-1-09

I feel I’ve conquered all my demons,
but new ones creep in slow,

setting low,
rewriting my pain,

choking off the drops of sweet misery,
its killing me,

but I can’t help but to play with danger,
I got an anger...

...more like a hunger,
so I chew away,

at the things I can’t control,
enjoying every bite,

like it was my last supper,
licking at my finger tips,
to hide its pre-existence,

washing it down with
fucks and god-damns,
pity and self-doubts,

that are hard to measure,
like taking deep steps,

under falling snow in December



Sweet memories, Blond moments 
1998, 2010, 2012

I’m seeing you,
your aura sparks a paragraph,

seeing you in black and white photography,

what is this?
a female entity,

matching my masculinity,
whisper in your ear sweet words of sincerity...

Sweet memories, Blonde moments,
Sweet memories, Blonde moments,

making love til the break of damn,
making love til my black snake moans,

love making sounds cut the air like the snare drum,
ghetto love,

love bastards,
expand my hands so they can breeze through the pastures... 

Sweet memories, Blonde moments,
Sweet memories, Blondemoments,

I’m so in love with this voodoo woman,
when I’m inside her bliss,

she make me feel like the sun,
so amazing,

whisper in her ear,
lets go half on a baby,

love passion,
love madness,

triple organism,
triple state of blackness...

Sweet memories, Blonde moments,
Sweet memories, Blonde moments,



Baby’s Lullaby 9-30-09

I know sleep is far from your mind.
but the moon has rising high in the sky.

as the crickets chirp in the night,
close your eyes little one,

so that your mind may play the role of the dream catcher.
and take you to lands where tree fairies dance away,

and children are left to play in gardens
that produce nothing but toys, fun, and laughter.

rest your eyes little one,
for the night heals the body,

rest your eyes,
hopping on the bed bring joy,

while little brother crushes toys,
while mother chases sister around to cloth her bare body,

her chase time will soon be spoiled
rest your eyes little one,

and let the moon light dance away
as the jazz tones play

and lets hope the bed bugs stay away,
as you slowly drift.... 



Don’t Hesitant 2003

If you change at anytime,
I hope god will frown on you,

you have the biggest heart,
don’t ever change,

And when I look into you eyes,
I see god grace living in you,
you have the biggest heart,

don’t hesitant,

cause if you do,
 you will see,

things will never ever be the same,

if you don’t,
 you will never know,

why so many people see that glow,

and when you see,
 you will be,

the thing you were put here to be,

so do yourself,
 and wear it proud,

but remember to always speak like a child 



I kissed a girl 2:07pm  9-5-12

I kissed a girl,
then I made her cry,

I kissed a girl,
then I made cry,

things aren’t what they seem,

I can’t help but to wonder if,
it was all a lie,

I can’t but to wonder if,
it was all a lie,

please don’t let the boat go down the stream,

I knew a girl,
who used to smile,

I knew a girl,
who used to smile,

please don’t let the love blow in the breeze.



End the Name of Love 11-28-12 5:23pm

a long sigh,
a rolling eye,

screams hitting the rooftop,
the beginnings of a lovers quarrel,

head over heels,
head in the clouds,

cries under the moon light,
placing shadows of doubt,

love me,
hate me,

my hesitant rebuttals,
fill your storms with range,

confused stares,
head in hand,

you lay behind a close door,
only leaves me room to think,

new day,
new play,

escaping old pain,
but things remain the same,

unbroken chains…
All in the name of love



The Shapeshifter 2008

I waking to a sea full of enchantment,
where all my dreams and wants come true,

where I’m not just a human being,
but immortal spirit with the ability to erase and re-render his life to how it 

should be,
stepping out of the shadows of time,

into a world where travel doesn’t see forward,
only motion far beyond the confines response/react,

each time when I awake into this world,
I pray that this time it would last forever,

but what if I wanted to go back?
what if I wanted to experience pain and misery,

feeling confused and trapped,
but each time I awake,

the need for sleep grows even lesser,
so before I awake,

I chant a spell so that I might live awake forever



Confessions of the Pigeon Chaser 
7-21-09 10:41am

As the birds flock away from the church bells, 
the bell stops at ten and my work of evil has been done again,

the cross around my fingers wet from the tear filled prayers, 
can’t stop the infection, the detection of neglect..., of innocence....

a gentle smile, 
a nice gift in hand, 

a friendly chat within my arms, 
does nothing but awaken the devilish charms within me,

as my eyes close, 
and my lips quiver, 

I can’t defeat what lies within me,

I close the shutters so light won’t come in, 
the church bell strikes at ten, 

the pigeons race towards the sky again,

the aftermath wears on my weakened soul, 
but it’s not the aftermath that is troubling...

...it’s the seconds before a peak is released, 
it’s the adrenaline rush right before the peak, 

that sees the tears in their eyes, 
that feels the uneasiness which causes pain, 

the sad stares that think this is the only way to love, 
the many eyes,
the many cries, 

the stained linens, 
the burning of sheets, 

can’t overcome the compulsion... 
to fulfill a sick desire, 
or cause it to expire,

as the pigeons flock away, 
one lies on the church steeple, 

with blood shot eyes, 
that frame the horrors it has seen 

as the church bell rings....



The Set-Off Pt I ?-2002

You wake up from your slumber, drinking all night. 
Got laid-up and now it’s a set-off. 

You set up to start cleaning your gun
butt naked on a shitty mattress, 

watching your blunt turn to ashes.

Mind state animalistic, terror of the mind, conscious non-existing. 
Walk out the apartment door, cold piss falls to the floor. 

Territory is marked, cigarette is sparked.

Outside the devils’ angels come to greet you, 
dark, hooded, now you walk the street like the grim reaper.

Plotting war like an infantry, one-man killing spree, 
at nights’ end, ten bodies lost in the casualty.

Rats race to the sewer. 
On TV the police chief declares war on all evil doers. 

The next day, detectives gather the clues, middle of the night killing-spree 
headline on the news. 

City issues an eleven o’clock curfew time. 
You sit and watch with a wild look in your eyes plotting your 

terror for the daytime.





The Rape of the Nature World 
2009-2012



Part1
The Questions?

Does God have ears?
Someone once ask.

Or is he setting at the table,
eating a coward’s dinner,

trigger by head,
like a helpless sinner,

as the devil plays with free reign,
free rule,

or was it man?
who created to false figures to pacify,

his or her rule over other men?



Part2
The Deeds

Our,
deed,
will,

come,
back,

to,
haunt,

us,
as we masturbate in the physical,

giving birth to motherless children in the spiritual plane,
which keeps the spiritual and the physical realm unbalance,

fighting in a tug a war,
nothing is allowed to escape the outer realms of the atmosphere,

death to the sounds and sights that play around us,
because we no longer know the way.



Part3
Sleeping Ones

Niggaz!
Look at the Niggaz!

Dancing like little juggaboos,
being pulled by the puppet man’s string,

while in clubs,
lips hanging in the air,
pointed at the moon,
singing a ghetto tune,

riding in candy clothed cars,
standing in candy colored clothes,
looking like little Miss Rainbow,

while the seven rays of the atmosphere 
reflect off their platinum clothed teeth,

blowing puffs of smoke from a white cock,
singing hood hymns like,

“like kill that nigga”,
“fuck that bitch”,
in the midst of,

“amen my nigga”
Walking products from the American Nigga Factory!



Part4
America

America,
Oh America,

look at her now,
showing her innocence and adolescence to the world,

twisting her golden curls,
baking her apple pie,

tasting so good from sugar,
but lacking the nutrients,

only leaving a bitter after taste of what could have been,

boys and girls,
living in interracial worlds,

preach that the iris reflects no color
but when shit hits the fan,

they to will forget where to aim their guns,
now they too stand on the side of race,

even when it reveals evil 

children set in classes,
taking in synthetic message,

subconsciously chanting
six six six,
six six six,
six six six,

while the so call bad child sets in the corner,
screaming,

let freedom ring!

white men march in business attire,
machines in the corporate struggle,

they too are victims,
singing the bitter tunes of american,

draped up in the fabric of a country that stills answer 
to the one they so dear left,

so they too could gain freedom, 
buying into the illusions of politics,

and political party divides,
rhetorics untrue and unseen,

while the true history,
lives in the back halls,

past down through loud whispers



Part5
The Rape

Now the children are rising there mothers and fathers,
that created them out of greed and ego,

then sent them away and turned there backs on them,
after they mess up “the way”,

the order,
but what do children do when they are abandon?

they come back with avenges,
now the children walk around earth as the arrogant custodian,

refusing to look in the mirrors of their past,

war,
man made disease,

the matrix is alive and well,
and we are asleep,

breathing in the piss pool we call life,
as death sets on the side line with Jesus and Muhammed,

sipping on hippo skin,
eating a greasy two piece,

slopping down the gravy with a biscuit,
licking his finger,

while drinking sugar coated lemonade,
in a alligator skinned covered chalice,
with an emblem of a lion, screaming,
“Who the fuck wants to die today!?” 



Part6
The Few

There are the ones that in time are only known as The Few.
A select group that act as the keepers of the past and future. 

As they walk amongst us, detach from the simulated life that veils
the minds of man and man kind.



Part7
The Past

The past has been forgotten,
but the acts of the wars still play out to this day.

People are being murder, sacrifice and tortured over deals
made by there ancestor’s ancestor.

Someones has to pay the price, and that news headline
of the helpless being gunned down,

is far deeper than the shooter could ever understand,
but in some cases the victim know all to will.

Scrimmages in the spiritual world only to continue on in this dimension.
Unseen battles in the heavens falling down to earth,

turning the planet into a sleeping beauty,
frozen in a 3rd dimensional time capsule moving with the sun through 

space and time.



Part8
The Present
And as the world evolves, 

the ruling try there best to change the inevitable.
Fucking up the earth’s body rhythm,

digging under the feet of the surface people,
fighting weather wars,

while playing the Truman Show rituals to the massive.

The mist of the nuclear war still spreads over the sands in 
Northern Africa and in the sunken ruins.
The three towers remain as the reminder,

where as in the present,
the three tower in the west fell in a hallow graphic 

fairy tale scripted years before that left New Yorker’s running 
wild under a concrete snow fall.

In Africa’s hilltops elders split phlegm of the soul turning the saliva on the 
ground into ocean waves that swallow their words, sending hurricanes to Altan 

and Amexem as reminders until they refined the way...

House wife walk around with porcelain smiles,
pushing there babies through malls,

as there husbands make deals on the devil’s game on golf courses,
smacking away at there white balls,

seeing which one can reach the rabbit hole first. 

Inside the pyramids, governments travel the tunnels left by the hidden ones.
In search of keys, looking at reliefs that tell a vivid tell of mankind’s birth,

unwilling to accept many see them and turn their faces sideways as if 
being penetrated by blind light, but they are one in the same.

Urban and Surburban children spray the ghetto walls with
new age hieroglyphs swift and stead hands like the four winds

that re-crafted the earth and the pyramids stand all over the world.



Part9
The World

Could it be the ruins we see are not of the past,
but of our world before we drop it to a lower dimension?





Reception 2009
…And as time pass we being to understand the way once again. 
There was no money, there was no war, there was no hate, there 

was only balance and rhythm.
Lost in time was our past.

But one day the other came, as it seemed that they had found a 
way to get to this plane.

At first we were thrilled to be able to see our love ones that were 
separated during the time.

But once we realize they were here to try to bring us back, we 
begin to question?

No words were spoken amongst us, but approach them 
knowing….



The Puzzle Maker 11:31 pm 7-5-09
Under a dim light, in the midst of the night,

lies the puzzle maker busy at his job.
Patiently crafting and cutting away at the perfect puzzle.

One that he, the creator, will be unable to solve.

As he shapes the perfect mind game,
he is nothing without the puzzle player.

And as the puzzle player decodes each puzzle,
it only leads to the puzzle maker creating more complex ways to 

engulf the puzzle player.

The puzzle player is convince that he can’t be challenge without 
the steady craftsmanship of the puzzle maker.

As the puzzle maker remains in darkness, each purchase by the 
puzzle player

bring light into the puzzle maker’s world of shadows.




